


Warm Greetings!
The COVID-19 Pandemic has led to lockdown in almost every country today and has
not only restricted movement of people out of their houses but has also brought
Nations, especially the economic sector, to a standstill. Not only have the masses
been put to test, but countries across the globe have been put in a tight spot to curb
the virus simultaneously. They also have to ensure uninterrupted supply of goods and
services to save livelihoods. Taking into consideration the immense vitality of
addressing this global issue, we at Bal Bharati Public School, Noida, aspire to hold this
golden opportunity of hosting the ‘E-Model United Nations’ General Assembly and
are obliged to invite you to vocalize on various topics. Being a successful and
constructive organizer of MUN in the yesteryears, the school has taken the initiative

of upholding the fourth edition of the conference on 11th September 2021.



BBPS MUN provides a structured and candid platform where future delegates
can speak freely, address their issues or worries as representatives of different
countries. Students learn the ability to acknowledge and respect other’s views.
MUN is not just about conferences and speeches, it is about self expression and
the privilege of being heard. “When the power of love overcomes the love for
power, only then will the world know peace.” - keeping this in mind we would
like to invite all schools and individual delegates to our MUN, which will be held
on 11th of September 2021. We hope, all those who come can return with
prolific experiences and a happy and healthy soul.

BBPS Noida
,



Warm Welcome ,

To all the delegates from the Organizing Committee at Bal
Bharati Public School Noida’s 4th edition of the BBPS
MUN. Like each year, we aim to educate and raise
awareness in the minds of the young diplomats and make
them realize that we are the leaders of tomorrow. With
the two conferences being extremely related to our
current global condition, we hope to have an extremely
fruitful conference. We hope that with each edition, we
scale much higher Intellect and Diplomacy.

Looking forward to see you all!
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To register, click on the link given below

https://forms.gle/Z2BPLrWJ3d3v1mD99

Prizes

▪ The Best Delegate Award 

▪ Two High Commendation Awards

Participation Certificates will be awarded to all.

https://forms.gle/Z2BPLrWJ3d3v1mD99


https://twitter.com/BBPS_MUN21?s=08
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100071541034142
https://www.instagram.com/bbpsnd_mun_2021/

